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Who we are 

Vision 

A world where open knowledge is ubiquitous, enabling 
citizens and organizations to create insights that drive 
change on global and local challenges, combat injustice 
and inequality and hold governments and corporations  
to account. 

Mission 

Open up all essential, public interest information and see it 

used to create insight that drives positive change 

Build communities, tools and skills to empower 

individuals and organizations to use open information to 

create insights that drive change. 

 



frictionlessdata.io 



Tabular Data Package 

Data Package JSON Table 
Schema CSV 

http://frictionlessdata.io/guides/tabular-data-package/ 

http://frictionlessdata.io/guides/data-package/ 

http://frictionlessdata.io/guides/json-table-schema/ 

Tabular Data Package 



Similar Initiatives 



Pilots 



Data Management for  
TEDDINET 

 

https://github.com/frictionlessdata/pilot-dm4t. 



Active Data Biology  at 
Pacific Northwest  National 

Laboratory  
 

GitHub: https://github.com/frictionlessdata/pilot-pnnl 











Data Quality 
Dashboard 

 



Case Studies 





open-power-system-
data.org 

 



Technical Work 



Specifications v1.0 
●  The  removal  of  many  examples  of  unclear/ambiguous  wording  making  

it  hard  to implement  specifications  in  certain  corner  cases. 
●  The  delivery  of  around  20  core  fixes  and  enhancements  targeted  for  

version  1.0  
●  A  redesign  of  how  we  write  the  specifications  to  make  it  easy  to  

generate  RFC versions  for  the  IETF  
●  The  addition  of  a  new  specification  for  “Data  Resource”,  which  was  

previously  
●  Only  specified  as  part  of  “Data  Package”.  The  distinct  Data  Resource  

specification  
●  addresses  an  extremely  common  use  case  /  pattern  that  we  have  

seen  in  our  own work  and  that  of  others  
●  The  renaming  of  JSON  Table  Schema  to  Table  Schema,  and  the  

simplification  of some  important  aspects  of  that  specification  

http://specs.frictionlessdata.io/ 



Internal 
Implementations 

Core libraries 
●  https://github.com/frictionlessdata/datapackage-py 
●  https://github.com/frictinlessdata/datapackage-js 
●  https://github.com/frictionlessdata/jsontableschema-py 
●  https://github.com/frictionlessdata/jsontableschema-js 

Additional libraries 
●  https://github.com/frictionlessdata/goodtables-py 
●  https://github.com/ckan/ckanext-datapackager 
●  https://github.com/frictionlessdata/jsontableschema-sql-py 
●  https://github.com/frictionlessdata/jsontableschema-bigquery-py 





Conclusion 



 
 
●  Project website: http://frictionlessdata.io/ 
●  Specifications: http://specs.frictionlessdata.io/ 
●  GitHub: https://github.com/frictionlessdata/ 
●  User Stories: http://frictionlessdata.io/user-stories/ 
●  Follow @okfnlabs on Twitter (#frictionlessdata) 
 


